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Abstract—This research work aims to develop a system that will 

analyze and identify students who indulge in malpractices/suspicious 
activities during the course of an academic offline examination. 
Automated Video Surveillance provides an optimal solution which 
helps in monitoring the students and identifying the malpractice event 
immediately. This work is organized into three modules. The first 
module deals with performing an impersonation check using a PCA-
based face recognition method which is done by cross checking his 
profile with the database. The presence or absence of the student is 
even determined in this module by implementing an image 
registration technique wherein a grid is formed by considering all the 
images registered using the frontal camera at the determined 
positions. Second, detecting such facial malpractices in which a 
student gets involved in conversation with another, trying to obtain 
unauthorized information etc., based on the threshold range evaluated 
by considering his/her mouth state whether open or closed. The third 
module deals with identification of unauthorized material or gadgets 
used in the examination hall by training the positive samples of the 
object through various stages. Here, a top view camera feed is 
analyzed to detect the suspicious activities. The system automatically 
alerts the administration when any suspicious activities are identified, 
thereby reducing the error rate caused due to manual monitoring. 
This work is an improvement over our previous work published in 
identifying suspicious activities done by examinees in an offline 
examination. 
 

Keywords—Impersonation, image registration, incrimination, 
object detection, threshold evaluation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ANY researches are emerging in the field of image 
processing, with advancement in technology video 

surveillance has wider applications and plays a key role in 
tracking human activities. The primary focus of a video 
surveillance system is to extract video sequences and then 
analyze the obtained information for any suspicious activities 
if involved [2]. Visual information is the key source for 
identification [8] of the human face and its behavioral pattern. 
Detection of suspicious activities in an Academic Examination 
[5] hall by video surveillance is an important and real-time 
application. There are various factors causing malpractices [3] 
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and students are adapting different techniques involved in 
malpractice [1] during the course of an examination. The 
suspicious activities include student’s abnormal head motion 
[12] and student swapping his/her place with another student, 
asking for answers, passing incriminating material. Image 
registration technique is most useful in feature detection and 
motion sensing [9]. A front view camera is required to identify 
impersonation; a top view camera feed with image registration 
technique is required to identify several other malpractices 
[11]. An efficient face detection framework is required which 
is capable of processing images extremely rapidly at high 
detection rates [7]. Detection of faces and tracking facial 
features in video sequences is required in which, face 
detection is a necessary step for face recognition [10] to 
identify impersonation in an examination hall. Facial features 
[6] like eyes and lips play an important role to identify a 
person communicating with others, and as such, required 
features are extracted from frames of input video. The state of 
the mouth, whether open or closed, is important information to 
recognize human interaction [4]. 

II.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In the existing system during an academic offline exam, 
manual monitoring of students through invigilators and 
surveillance videos is performed throughout the world. Such 
monitoring of examination halls may be prone to error during 
human supervision. An observer cannot monitor all the 
students all of the time and may lose focus over time, which 
gives an opportunity for the students to indulge in 
malpractices. Monitoring the activities of students during an 
exam is a very challenging task in terms of manpower. Thus, 
there is the need for an ‘automated video surveillance system’, 
which helps in detecting and minimizing suspicious activities. 
Moreover, the probability of error can be reduced greatly, 
thereby increasing the quality of academic examination 
system. 

III. RELATED WORK 

This research work presents a real time system for the 
detection and tracking of suspicious activities in an 
examination hall which includes three modules. The first 
module deals with performing an impersonation check which 
involves verifying whether the legitimate person is sitting in 
the examination hall. This is done by cross checking his/her 
profile with the database using a PCA-based face recognition 
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method. In order to determine the presence or absence of a 
student, we need to obtain the position of an examinee through 
front and top view camera, using image registration technique. 
From the registered images of the grid formed, the exact 
positions of the examinees are calculated. Hence, at a 
particular position of examinee, if he/she is absent, then it will 
be updated in the records. Second, detecting such facial 
malpractices in which a student gets involved in conversation 
with another, trying to obtain unauthorized information etc. by 
considering the height of the mouth and the threshold range 
evaluated to find out whether his/her mouth is open or closed. 
The third module deals with the identification of unauthorized 
material or gadgets used in the examination hall from the 
video captured by a surveillance camera. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Initially the live video is processed through the surveillance 
camera, embedded into the system and then each frame is 
extracted from the video and analyzed for further actions. The 
procedure involved is depicted through Fig. 1. 

  

 

Fig. 1 Architecture of proposed system 
 
The first and foremost step in any automated face 

recognition system is face detection. Its reliability enhances 
the performance and usability of the system. When any image 
or a video frame is given as an input, an ideal face detector 
should be efficient in locating all the faces in the image, 
regardless of their position, facial gestures and variations in 
orientation. Viola-Jones [7], which is used to detect the face 

and to localize the mouth region within the face, is extremely 
rapid in achieving high detection rates. Once the input is given 
the computer traces all the faces in the given image with high 
accuracy. The detected faces are processed in another folder 
for further analysis. The surveillance camera captures 30 
frames per second. If malpractices are identified in 70-80 (or 
higher) continuous frames, then the activity performed by the 
examinee (at a position) can be suspected, and then, reported 
as suspicious. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Face Detection 

A. Face Recognition Using PCA for Identifying 
Impersonation 

In this research paper, we implemented the Principal 
component Analysis based face recognition [10] to confirm 
the identity of a person by collating the video sequences 
obtained through surveillance, and the extracted data are 
embedded into the system and then analyzed by extracting the 
frames initially, and then applying the Viola Jones algorithm 
to obtain all the identified faces of the students in the 
examination hall. The obtained faces are the test images which 
are to be compared with the trained images in the database 
using PCA-based face recognition which is called Eigen face. 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a popular and useful 
linear transformation technique that is used in numerous 
applications. The main goal of a PCA analysis is to identify 
patterns in data and detect the correlation between variables.  

As some malpractices cannot be identified only using front 
view camera, both top mounted camera and front view camera 
when used together give a better performance. The first 
module of the research work is impersonation identification 
which is done by cross-checking the student face in the stored 
college database. Using Principal Component Analysis 
technique, the faces are extracted and then validation is 
performed to confirm their identity. Now from the top view 
video feed, frames are extracted to analyze and detect the 
presence or absence of a student through a technique called 
Image registration. Image registration is a process of 
transforming different sets of data to one co-ordinate system. 
It is used to determine top view position of examinees by 
forming grids. A grid is formed through the faces identified 
from the video frames. The main idea of forming these grids is 
to ensure that each and every student is tracked and writing the 
exam fairly. Two grids are formed from frames extracted 
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through the front view and top view camera, respectively, 
which are overlaid by using affine transformation. From the 
registered images after control point registration [11], 
individual positions of all the students are calculated and 
stored. While registering for the absence or presence of a 
student, if at any particular position the student is not present, 
then we can consider his absence in the records, and while 
validating for the student details it helps in identifying 
impersonation.  

 

 

(a) 
 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3 (a) Formula to identify state of Mouth, (b) Threshold Range 
evaluated 

B. State of Mouth State Detection Based on Evaluated 
Threshold Range  

The next module in our research work is to identify whether 
any student is involved in conversation with others trying to 
obtain unauthorized information. Once the face is detected, the 
second step is to detect the mouth in the face area. The 
detected mouth area is extracted from the input image; the 
next step is to analyze his/her mouth status whether open or 
closed. To do so, we evaluated the threshold range by 
considering a large set of frames extracted and stored in the 
database. Since every person has a different mouth size and 
height of mouth for every person varies during a conversation, 
a dynamic threshold value is required to compare the size of 
the mouth of a particular person. We now compare the state of 
the mouth for every series of incoming 30 frames with the 
threshold value. The centroid of the mouth is extracted and 
height of the mouth with the threshold range is evaluated 
based on the number of pixels present at the centroid region 
considering the black and white pixels in that region by 
converting the image to black and white. This approximate 
pixel ratio is used to calculate a threshold value which can be 
used in the coming frames to determine the state of the mouth. 
In the case that the ratio of black and white pixels in the 
coming frame is greater than the threshold value i.e., 1000, it 
means the mouth is open, and if the ratio of black pixels in the 
coming frame is less then threshold value range 1000, then we 
consider the mouth is closed. The mathematical representation 
of closed mouth detection is given in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Analysis of state of Mouth based on threshold ranges evaluated 

C. Detection of Incriminated Material 

Initially, frames are extracted from the video obtained from 
the top view camera. The object detector detects objects in 
images by sliding a window over the image. The detector then 
uses a cascade classifier to decide whether the window 
contains an object of interest by searching for the region of 
interest. Thus, we need to train the detector for each 
orientation of the object. Region of Interest (ROI) can be 
selected from any area of our choice from the image selected, 
thereby creating a binary mask in which selected region pixels 
are set to 1 and all other pixels set to 0. We can define more 
than one ROI in an image. The cascade classifier consists of 
various stages of training depending on the positive samples 
considered. In every stage the classifier labels the region 
defined as either positive or negative. Positive indicates 
presence of the object and negative indicates no objects were 
found.  

Training an object is done through N stages using cascade 
classifier. The Object training is done as follows: 
1. Initially we store all the positive samples in one folder 

and negative samples in another. 
2. The positive samples are converted into a mat file by 

loading them into Image Training Labeler App and then 
the ROI is selected from all the positive dataset and then 
the positive instances are loaded. 

3. We now add the full Image directory path of the positive 
data samples.  

4. Specify the folder with negative images and train the 
detector. 

5. Now the training is done in N stages based on the number 
of samples and an .xml file is created. 

6. Use the newly trained classifier to detect an object in an 
image. 

7. Read the test image as input, and then the Object Detector 
detects the sign and finally displays the object. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Fig. 5 (a) is a frame extracted from the video processed for 
further analysis. In Fig. 5 (b) faces are detected and the 
extracted faces are stored in another folder for further analysis. 
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This is positive sample of an image where no impersonation is 
identified. 

 

 

(a) 
 

 

(b) 

Fig. 5 (a) Input Frame for Testing, (b) Face Detection in input Frame 

A. Impersonation Identification 

The Algorithm works in the following manner: 
1. First, it contains several images from the training set 

which are the images of the students stored in the college 
database. 

2. We obtain the test images from the video by processing 
them to frames and performing face detection. 

3. After loading these images, we perform PCA for face 
recognition in which we find the mean, covariance, 
eigenvectors and perform comparison with the trained 
images. 

4. Based on the difference from Eigen faces, we confirm the 
identity of the person. 

5. If the test and trained image are matching then there is no 
impersonation identified. 

6. If both the images are not matching then we confirm that 
there is an impersonation. 

 

 

(a)         (b) 

Fig. 6 Evaluation for Impersonation (a) Trained Database Image, (b) 
Extracted Input Testing Image 

 
From Fig. 6, we can see the actual trained image of the 

candidate stored in the database, which is validated, and the 
testing input image at the allocated position, which is 
extracted from the video processed during the course of an 
academic offline examination. 

 

 

Fig. 7 Principal component based analysis for face recognition 
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Fig. 8 Test image of Impersonation 
 
From Fig. 7, we can see that the PCA technique is 

implemented for face recognition, and in this case, the 
validation is done successfully, wherein the trained image in 
the database and the test image given as input are matching. 

From Fig. 5, we can see that at a specified position certain 
person has been seated in the left corner. From Fig. 8, after 
performing the grid evaluation, PCA is applied for face 
recognition to validate the person and confirm his/her 

presence in the examination. While performing the validation 
we obtained a mismatch of image from the database when 
compared to the test image given as input. 

 

 

(a)        (b) 

Fig. 9 Sample Images for Impersonation Verification. (a) Extracted 
Input Testing Image, (b) Trained database Image 

 
From Fig. 10, we can see that at a specified position 

impersonation is identified. The test image and trained image 
of the database are not matching, which means that the person 
in the trained image has to be seated at a particular position, 
but instead, another person whose record is not in the database 
is found seated which clearly indicates an impersonation was 
done at that particular position. 

 

 

Fig. 10 Impersonation identified after PCA face recognition 
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B. State of Mouth Detection 

 

Fig. 11 Detection of open Mouth 
 

 

Fig. 12 Detection of closed Mouth 
 

From Fig. 11, we can see that the threshold range of the 
mouth is within the range. So it considered as mouth is open. 

From Fig. 12, we can see that threshold of the mouth is less 

than the range evaluated, so in this mouth is considered to be 
closed. 
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C. Detection of Incriminated Material 

 

Fig. 13 Frame wherein no incriminated material is found 
 
From Fig. 13, the image is a sample where we can see no 

incriminated materials are found which indicates no suspicious 
activities are identified. 

 

 

(a)          (b) 

Fig. 14 Trained positive samples of (a) Mobile phone and (b) 
Calculator for object detection 

 

 

Fig. 15 Incriminated Material Detection 
 
From Fig. 15, we can see that suspicious materials are 

found, which includes electronic gadgets like calculator and 
mobile phone indicating malpractice is involved. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system can be very useful in educational 
institutions for monitoring students during academic offline 
examinations; thereby, reducing the burden on the exam 
administrators. For an educational institution to curb incidents 
of examination malpractice, surveillance and monitoring 
system can be a reliable and adequate in providing a 

conducive and safer environment for the students and staff. 
The system identifies several malpractices such as 
impersonation identification, conversation between examinees 
and identification of incriminated material. The monitoring 
personnel will be aware of suspicious activities conducted in 
the class if any. Inputs required are taken from the recorded 
video during an offline examination. The surveillance system 
developed is a better approach and helpful to identify incidents 
of malpractice in an academic offline examination. 
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